WHere I'd had huge success, I had narrowed my concentration to one thing, and where my
success varied, my focus had too.
"Going Small" is ignoring all the things you could do and doing what you should do.

When you think about success, shoot for the moon. The moon is reachable if you prioritize
everything and put all of your energy into accomplishing the most important thing.

The Domino Effect

The One Thing

The key is over time. Success is built sequentially. It's one thing at a time.
Extraordinarily successful companies always have one product or service they're most known for
that makes them the most money.

Success Leaves Clues

The one person
The one skill

The one passion

When everything feels urgent and important, everything seems equal. We become active and
busy, but this doesn't actually move us any closer to success.

Achievers always work from a clear sense of priority.
80/20 Principle - A minority of causes, inputs, or efforts usually lead to a majority of the results,
outputs, or rewards.

The majority of what you want will come from the minority of what you do.

Everything Matters Equally

Take the 20% of the 20% and keep doing it till you get to the one thing

1. Go small: Focus on being productive not being busy
2. Go extreme: 80/20 to the 1 thing
steps
3 Say no

4. Don't get trapped in the "check off" game
People can actually do two or more things at once, such as walk and talk, or chew gum and read
a map; but, like computers, what we can't do is focus on two things at once. Our attention
bounces back and forth. This is fine for computers, but it has serious repercussions in humans.

It's not that we have too little time to do all the things we need to do, it's that we feel the need to
do too many things in the time we have.

Juggling is an illusion: To the casual observer, a juggler is juggling three balls at once. In reality,
the balls are being independently caught and thrown in rapid succession. Catch toss, catch toss,
catch, toss. One ball at a time. It's what researchers refer to as "task switching."
You can do two things at once, but you can't focus effectively on two things at once.

1. There is so much brain capacity at any one time. Divide it up as much as you want, but you'll
pay a price in time and effectiveness.

Multitasking

2. The more time you spend switched to another task, the less likely you are to get back to your
original task. This is how loose ends pile up.
3. Bounce between one activity and another and you lose time as your brain reorients to the new
task. Those milliseconds add up. Researchers estimate we loose 28 percent of an average
How multi-tasking short-circuits us:

workday on multitasking ineffectiveness.

4. Chronic multitaskers develop a distorted sense of how long it takes to do things. They almost
always believe tasks take longer to complete than is actually required.

5. Multitaskers make more mistakes than non-multitaskers. THey often make poorer decisions
because they favor new information over old, even if the older information is more valuable.
6. Multitaskers experience more life-reducing, happiness-squelching stress.

Contrary to what most people believe, success is not a marathon of disciplined action.
Achievement doesn't require you to be a full-time disciplined person where your every action is
trained and where control is the solution to every situation. Success is actually a short race -- a
sprint fueled by discipline just long enough for habit to kick in and take over.

Success is about doing the right thing, not about doing everything right.
A Disciplined life

The trick to success is to choose the right habit and bring just enough discipline to establish it.

When you do the right thing, it can liberate you from having to monitor everything.
Researchers at the University College of London have discovered that it takes an average of 66
days to form a habit

Build on one habit at a time

Willpower or the ability to delay gratification is a huge indicator of future success
Think of willpower like a power bar on your cell phone. Every morning you start out with a full
charge. As the day goes on, every time you draw on it you're using it up.

Make doing what matters most a priority when your willpower is its highest.

The 6 lies

Implementing new behaviors

filtering distractions
Resisting temptations

Suppressing emotions
Restraining aggression
Willpower is always on will-call
What taxes your willpower

Suppressing impulses

Taking tests
Trying to impress others

Coping with fear
Doing something you don't enjoy

Selecting long-term over short-term rewards
Do your most important things first
When it comes to willpower, timing is everything.

later on when your willpower is low, place your self in situations that don't require a lot of
willpower

Nothing ever achieves absolute balance

For thousands of years, work was life. If you didn't work, hunt game, harvest crops or raise
livestock --- you didn't live long

In your effort to attend to all things, everything gets shortchanged and nothing gets its due.
KNowing when to pursue the middle and when to pursue the extremes is in essence the true
beginning of wisdom.

The reason we shouldn't pursue balance is that the magic never happens in the middle; the magic
happens at the extremes.
When you act on your priority you'll automatically go out of balance, giving more time to one
thing over another.
A balanced life

When you are supposed to be working, work, and when you're supposed to be playing, play.

The idea of counterbalance is that you never go so far that you can't find your way back or stay
so long that there is nothing waiting for you when you return.
Replace the word "balance" with "counterbalance"

To achieve an extraordinary result you must choose what matters most and give it all the time it
demands. This requires getting extremely out of balance in relation to all other work issues.

In your work go long and in your personal life go short

How

The One Thing
Gary Keller & Jay Papasan

Separate your work life and personal life into two distinct buckets
What matters the most
Think about two balancing buckets

Work bucket

Be ok with taking what matters the most to the extremes and be ok with happens with the rest.

Everything else

Life bucket

You life has multiple areas

Mention big with achievement and their first thoughts are hard, complicated and time consuming.
Difficult to get there and complex once you do.
Believing in big frees you to ask different questions, follow different paths, and try new things.

What you build today will either empower or restrict you tomorrow.
Big is Bad

Big goals can seem unattainable at first. Yet how many times have you set out to do something
that seemed like a real stretch at the time, only to discover it was much easier than you though?

we either run towards lesser outcomes and opportunities or we simply run away from the big
ones.

Only living big will let you experience your true life and work potential

The quality of any answer is directly determined by the quality of the question
Clarity must come from us. It seems we must envision our own journeys, make our own maps,
and create our own compasses.

Spiritual Life
Physical HEalth

Personal Life

What's the ONE thing I can do such that by

For my...

doing it everything else will become easier or unnecessary?

Questions

Relationships
Job/Business

focusing Question

Finances
Doable

3 kinds of answers

Something you already know how to do and won't have to change much to get it

Still within your reach but you'll most likely have to do some research or learn more through

Stretch

action optimizations

Possibility

Exists beyond what is already known and being done

The more productive people are, the more purpose and priority are pushing and driving them
Happiness happens on the way to fulfillment

The prescription for extraordinary results is knowing what matters to you and taking daily doses
of actions in alignment with it.

When you have a definite purpose for your life, clarity comes faster, which leads to more
conviction in your direction, which leads to faster decisions. When you make faster decisions,

Purpose driven priority

you'll often be the one who makes the first decisions and winds up with the best choices. And
when you have the best choices, you have the opportunity for the best experiences.

What are the things that drive you?
What are the things that gets you up in the morning and keeps you gong when you're tired and

How to discover your Big Why

worn down?

What are you excited with in your life?
The further away a reward is in the future, the smaller the immediate motivation to achieve it.

5 year one thing?
1 year one thing?
Purpose without priority is powerless
breaking down or chunking down

1 month one thing?
1 week one thing?

1 day one thing?

If disproportionate results come from one activity, then you must give that one activity
disproportionate time.

The most successful people are the most productive people

Time block your time off

Time blocking (Block off time in your calender)

Time block your one thing
Time block your planning time

The truth (The simple path to productivity)

When you can see mastery as a path you go down instead of a destination you arrive at, it starts
to feel accessible and attainable.
3 hours a day

1. Follow the Path of Mastery
10,000 hour rule

365 days a year

10 years
E = doing what comes naturally
2. Move from E to P
P = Expanding past your natural capability
Holding yourself 100% responsible

Gets on with it
The three commitments

Finds solution

Accountable

Owns it
Acknowledges reality

3. Live the Accountability Cycle

Seeks reality
Avoids reality

Fights reality
Life happens (Victim)

Blames

Personal Excuses

Waits & Hopes
When you say yes to something, it's imperative that you understand what you're saying no to.

1. Inability to say "No"

You can't please everyone, so don't try.
A request must be connected to my one thing for me to consider it.

2. Fear of Chaos

When you strive for greatness, chaos is guaranteed to show up.
High achievement and extraordinary results require big energy.

The four thieves

3. Poor Health Habits

When you spend the early hours energizing yourself, you get pulled through the rest of your day
with little additional effort.
Your environment must support your goals

4. Environment Doesn't Support Your Goals

Every day, throughout your day, you come in contact with others and are influenced by them.
Unquestionably, these individuals impact your entire attitude, your health and ultimately, your
performance.

Think small and your life's likely to stay small. Think big and your life has a chance to grow big.
Actions, habits and success builds on top of each other

The journey toward extraordinary results will be built above all else on faith.
the Journey

Go live a life worth living where, in the end, you'll be able to say, "I'm glad I did," not "I wish I
had."
A life worth living might be measured in many ways, but the one way that stands above all others
is living a life of no regrets.

